
02/26/2021 
 
Dear Parents of Gold Door, 
 
This week we discussed the Essential Question: How do you take care of different pets?. To 
further explore this topic, we read the story The Birthday Pet which is about a boy getting a pet 
for his birthday. The story shows different animals such a dog, cat and a parrot. The Family Pet 
which explained the different responsibilities that come with each pet such as a Fish, Parrot and 
a Dog. I Hug Gus was about a boy taking care of a puppy. Lastly the Prefect Pet which told us 
about two sisters looking for the Prefect Pet. While reading these stories the students learned 
new vocabulary such as depend, compare, responsibility, train and social. For writing, the 
students wrote about how to take care of different animals.  
 
This week we learned the Letters G and W discussing sounds and different words that start and 
end with those letter sounds 
 
For Math this week, the students reviewed the concepts learned in Chapter 8. model and count 
to 20, count to 50 by ones, count to 100 by ones and by tens. They completed the Chapter 8 
test and began Chapter 9, identify and describe two-dimensional shapes. The students were 
introduced to two-dimensional shapes such as circle, hexagon, square, triangle and rectangle.  
 
This week in Social Studies, We Introduced the students to Harriet Tubman explaining that this 
person was brave and tried to save her people. We also discussed the word "President" and 
what the leader of our country does for us. Also the students learned how we celebrate 
America, reviewing the word celebrate with the students and discussing July 4th, 1776 is the 
day USA became a free country. The students also learned that our country also celebrates 
other countries because people come from different cultures.  
 
Just a few reminders, Next week is our Dr. Seuss Celebration for the entire week.  
Monday is Crazy Hat Day  
Tuesday is Dr. Seuss' Birthday, dress up as your favorite Dr. Seuss Character  
Wednesday is Wacky Wednesday , dressing in mismatched or backwards clothes 
Thursday is Silly Sock Day  
Friday is Oh the places you'll go day- Wear your dream career day!  
We hope to see everyone participating in the fun!  
Lastly, always remember to sign in your child through brightwheel in the morning and 
remember to sign them out at the end of the day. 
 
As always, have a wonderful weekend.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Ms. Jocelyn & Ms. Adriana  
 


